Paid Internship Opportunity at Talentpoolme - Marketing

Talentpoolme (Talentpoolme.com) is a digital resource that gets college students hired in the most efficient and effective way - direct contact with corporate recruiters that specifically hire college students.

We are looking to fill an internship position with an entrepreneurial individual who wants to make money while gaining valuable work experience.

You will lead our campus efforts by implementing marketing techniques in order to reach your goal.

This is a 5 month program where you will work remotely and on your own schedule. Training and resources will be provided.

What you'll receive:

- Compensation
- Valuable work experience
- Letter of recommendation

What professional strengths are useful:

- Connections to large groups of people
- Knowledgeable about growth and acquisition hacks
- Ability to analyze work output and implement the Pareto principle
- Desire to learn by stepping outside of your comfort zone

Please send your resume to contact@talentpoolme.com
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